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DID THE VATICAN SMOTHER THE POPE EMERITUS FOR A MORE 
PROPITIOUS DAY OF DEATH? Given the gravitas of the REDUCTIO 
AD HITLERUM made upon 13 DECEMBER 1941 as occurring before the 
industrial-scale murder of Jews, known as the FINAL SOLUTION, that was 
approved by the senior NAZI leadership on 20 JANUARY 20 1942 at the 
Wannsee Conference, just outside Berlin. 

Such systematic intentional malice of mind, representing a dual IDEA 
banding for each of the MAGIC SQUARE prototypes associated to both the 
PYTHAGOREAN BIPARTITE (@1, @5 - IMMATERIAL ELEMENTS) #1080 - 
HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER and CHRISTOLOGICAL / EUCHARIST 
foundations of sectarian belief, places a culpability upon the CATHOLIC 
CHURCH AND POPE EMERITUS BENEDICT XVI for any resolute failure to 
explain what is on all appearances, a continuing wilful deception.

REDUCTIO AD HITLERUM [33] -> #80 - LABOURING (CH'IN): 12 - 
16 DECEMBER AS IDEA #75 - 13 DECEMBER 1941: "The war will be 
over one day. I shall then consider that my life's final task [qín (勤): 
*DILIGENTLY*; *INDUSTRIOUSLY*, *DUTY*; *WORK*] will be to 
*SOLVE* *THE* *RELIGIOUS* *PROBLEM*. Only then will the life of 
the German native be guaranteed once and for all.

I don't interfere in matters of belief. Therefore I can't allow churchmen to 
interfere with temporal affairs. The organised lie must be smashed. The 
State must remain the absolute master...

LUOSHU ORDER #369 MATRIX REFERENCE OBJECT
That if Pythagoras was indebted to the Barbarians [Romans 1:14] therefore Islamic 

foundations to sectarian belief is compromised. 

Where the TRIPARTITE idea #34 - 𝌧親 = #485 relates to a BIPARTITE notion of 
MARRIAGE then its BIFURCATION as #17 being a religionist's claim to piety conform to 
the premise of COLONIALISM by #71 - DOMINION (ODD: #11 + #17 + #65 + #71 

= #164, EVEN: #68 + #44 + #38 + #14 = #164, CENTRE: #41) action against 
nature (#205 / #164) and prerogative of STATE. 
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FOR FURTHER SEE: "CONSIDERATIONS ON IMPROVING 
AUSTRALIAN / CHINESE FOREIGN RELATIONS" 

<http://www.grapple369.com/Groundwork/
On%20Australian%20Chinese%20Foreign%20Relations%2020230111.pdf
>

#540 as [#6, #2, #70, #2, #4, #400, #50, #6] = ʻabdûwth 
(H5659): {UMBRA: #482 % #41 = #31} 1) servitude, *BONDAGE*;

#492 as [#80, #1, #300, #100, #10, #1] = patriá (G3965): 
{UMBRA: #492 % #41 = #41} 1) *LINEAGE* *RUNNING* 
*BACK* *TO* *SOME* *PROGENITOR*, *ANCESTRY*; 2) a nation 
or tribe; 2a) a group of families, all those who in a given people lay claim 
to a common origin; 2b) the Israelites which distributed into twelve 
tribes, descended from the twelve sons of Jacob, these were divided into 
families which were divided into houses; 3) *FAMILY*, *IN* *A* 
*WIDER* *SENSE*, *NATION*, *PEOPLE*; 

But, even so, it's impossible eternally to hold humanity in bondage with 
lies. After all, it was only between the sixth and eighth centuries that 
Christianity was imposed on our peoples by princes who had an alliance of 
interests with the shavelings. Our peoples had previously succeeded in 
living all right without this religion. I have six divisions of SS composed of 
men absolutely indifferent in matters of religion. It doesn't prevent them 
from going to their deaths with serenity in their souls.

#777 as [#1, #80, #5, #20, #300, #5, #10, #50, #1, #300, #5] = 
apokteínō (G615): {UMBRA: #1336 % #41 = #24} 1) to kill in any 
way whatever; 1a) to destroy, to allow to perish; 2) metaphor: to 
extinguish, abolish; 2a) *TO* *INFLICT* *MORTAL* *DEATH*; 2b) 
to deprive of spiritual life and procure eternal misery in hell;
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Christ was an Aryan, and St. Paul used his doctrine to mobilise the 
criminal underworld and thus organise a proto-Bolshevism. This intrusion 
upon the world marks the end of a long reign, that of the clear Graeco-
Latin genius.

#666 as [#90, #70, #100, #400, #6] / [#6, #90, #70, #100, 
#400] = tsaʻăqâh (H6818): {UMBRA: #265 % #41 = #19} 1) cry, 
outcry; 1a) outcry (against); 1b) *CRY* *OF* *DISTRESS* 
(*ESPECIALLY* *AS* *HEARD* *BY* *GOD*);

What is this God who takes pleasure only in seeing men grovel before 
Him? Try to picture to yourselves the meaning of the following, quite 
simple story. God creates the conditions for sin. Later on He succeeds, 
with the help of the Devil, in causing man to sin. Then He employs a 
virgin to bring into the world a son who, by His death, will redeem 
humanity!

"AND, BEHOLD, THOU SHALT *CONCEIVE*-G4815 IN THY WOMB, AND 
BRING FORTH A SON, AND SHALT CALL HIS NAME JESUS." [Luke 1:31]

USURPER: #1 - CENTRE (CHUNG: #452 - bayith (H1004): SHELTER 
OR ABODE OF ANIMALS / kâthab (H3789): TO REGISTER, ENROL, 
RECORD; TO DECREE / yâshaʻ (H3467): YESHUA as JESUS' Hebrew 
name is derived from this root meaning: TO SAVE, DELIVER)
GUIDE: #36 - STRENGTH (CH'IANG: #487 - Nazarēnós (G3479) 
RESIDENT OF NAZARETH  / patḗr (G3962): JUPITER / PRIEST)
MYSTERY: #37 - PURITY (TS'UI: #488 - bᵉthûwlîym (H1331): 
VIRGINITY / kritḗs (G2923): ARROGATES TO HIMSELF / JUDGE)
ADJUSTER: #111
LEADER: #666
REGULATOR: #777
GENERAL GOVERNOR: #1554

 = (#111 / #666) LUOSHU ORDER REFERENCE OBJECT

#396 as [#5, #10, #300, #6, #70, #5] = yᵉshûwʻâh (H3444): 



{UMBRA: #391 % #41 = #22} 1) *SALVATION*, 
*DELIVERANCE*; 1a) welfare, prosperity; 1b) deliverance; 1c) 
salvation (by God); 1d) victory;

I can imagine people being enthusiastic about the paradise of Mahomet, 
but as for the insipid paradise of the Christians! In your lifetime, you used 
to hear the music of Richard Wagner. After your death, it will be nothing 
but hallelujahs, the waving of palms, children of an age for the feeding-
bottle, and hoary old men. The man of the isles pays homage to the 
forces of nature. 

#325 as [#40, #200, #80, #5] = marpêʼ (H4832): {UMBRA: #321 
% #41 = #34} 1) health, healing, cure; 1a) healing, cure; 1b) health, 
profit, *SOUND* (*OF* *MIND*); 1c) healing; 1c1) incurable (with 
negative);

But Christianity is an invention of sick brains: one could imagine nothing 
more senseless, nor any more indecent way of turning the idea of the 
*GODHEAD* into a mockery. A negro with his tabus is crushingly 
superior to the human being who seriously believes in 
*TRANSUBSTANTIATION*.

#369 as [#200, #1, #100, #20, #10, #20, #8, #10] = sarkikós 
(G4559): {UMBRA: #621 % #41 = #6} 1) fleshly, carnal; 1a) having 
the nature of flesh, i.e. under the control of the animal appetites; 1a1) 
*GOVERNED* *BY* *MERE* *HUMAN* *NATURE* *NOT* *BY* 
*THE* *SPIRIT* *OF* *GOD*; 1a2) having its seat in the animal 
nature or aroused by the animal nature; 1a3) human: with the included 
idea of depravity; 1b) pertaining to the flesh; 1b1) to the body: related 
to birth, linage, etc;

#297 as [#7, #200, #70, #500] / [#20, #7, #200, #70] = zeraʻ 
(H2233): {UMBRA: #277 % #41 = #31} 1) seed, sowing, offspring; 
1a) a sowing; 1b) seed; 1c) semen virile; 1d) offspring, descendants, 
posterity, *CHILDREN*; 1e) *OF* *MORAL* *QUALITY*; 1e1) a 
practitioner of righteousness (fig.); 1f) sowing time (by meton);

I begin to lose all respect for humanity when I think that some people on 
our side, Ministers or generals, are capable of believing that we cannot 
triumph without the blessing of the Church. Such a notion is excusable in 
little children who have learnt nothing else.

LUOSHU ORDER #369 MATRIX REFERENCE OBJECT
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[LEGEND: 3x3 WITH #45 - CENTRE (#135 / #404) STOICHEION OF THE KOSMOS / 
#231 - JUXTAPOSITION CONTROLLER

CYAN NUMBERS: CANON OF SUPREME MYSTERY / REDUCTIO AD HITLERUM 
TABLE TALK (1941-1944) IDEA ANCHORS: 

[33] -> #80 - LABOURING (CH'IN): 12 - 16 DECEMBER AS IDEA #75 - 13 
DECEMBER 1941

[26] -> #12 - YOUTHFULNESS (T'UNG): 9 - 13 FEBRUARY AS IDEA #147 - 10 
FEBRUARY 1942

[34] -> #53 - ETERNITY (YUNG): 13 - 17 AUGUST AS IDEA #290 / #291 - 16 
AUGUST 1942

[30] -> #57 - GUARDEDNESS (SHO): 31 AUGUST - 4 SEPTEMBER AS IDEA #306 
- 31 AUGUST 1942

RED NUMBERS: 卐 as #65 - GAUGES CONTROLLER: c2

BLUE NUMBERS: #34 - JUPITER (#135 / #540) PRINCIPLE: b2

PURPLE NUMBERS: #15 - DOMINION ACTION (#264, #273, #308, #415, #449 
[#44 / #57]): a2]

MARS 5x5 INTELLIGENCE (#65 - ADJUSTER: ROW / #325 - LEADER: 
SUM / #390 - REGULATOR: ROW + SUM) SQUARE
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JUPITER 4x4 (PAPAL) INTELLIGENCE (#135 - ADJUSTER: ROW / #540 - 
LEADER: SUM / #675 - REGULATOR: ROW + SUM) SQUARE

SATURN 3x3 INTELLIGENCE (#123 - ADJUSTER: ROW / #369 - LEADER: 
SUM / #492 - REGULATOR: ROW + SUM) SQUARE

= #123 / #369 {DOMINION SCHEMA}

3x3 INTELLIGENCE (#99 - ADJUSTER: ROW / #297 - LEADER: SUM / 
#396 - REGULATOR: ROW + SUM) SQUARE

#41 #1  #57
#49 #33 #17
#9  #65 #25

= #99 / #297 {#ONE / #1 - IMMATERIAL BIPARTITE ELEMENT OF 
USURPING #9 - AUTONOMY WITHIN THE PYTHAGOREAN #1080 - HETEROS 

THEORY OF NUMBER SCHEMA AS TECHNOLOGY OF THE DAY}

#675 as [#1, #200, #80, #70, #50, #4, #70, #200] = áspondos 
(G786): {UMBRA: #675 % #41 = #19} 1) without a treaty or 
covenant; 1a) *OF* *THINGS* *NOT* *MUTUALLY* *AGREED* 
*UPON* e.g. abstinences from hostilities; 2) that cannot be persuaded 
to enter into a covenant, implacable;

For thirty years the Germans tore each other to pieces simply in order to 
know whether or not they should take *COMMUNION* (ie. associated 
to the crucifixion of 3 APRIL 33 AD which is #CENTRE premise to 
the PYTHAGOREAN #1 - IMMATERIAL BIPARTITE ELEMENT AS 
TABLE TALK IDEA @1 FOR FASCISM) in both kinds. There's nothing 
lower than religious notions like that. From that point of view, one can 
envy the Japanese. They have a religion which is very simple and brings 
them into contact with nature. They've succeeded even in taking 
Christianity and turning it into a religion that's less shocking to the 



intellect.

By what would you have me replace the Christians' picture of the 
Beyond? 

What comes naturally to mankind is the sense of eternity and that sense 
is at the bottom of every man. The soul and the mind migrate, just as the 
body returns to nature. Thus life is eternally reborn from life. As for the 
"why?" of all that, I feel no need to rack my brains on the subject. The 
soul is unplumbable.

#390 as [#50, #70, #70, #200] = noûs (G3563): {UMBRA: #720 
% #41 = #23} 1) the mind, comprising alike the faculties of perceiving 
and understanding and those of feeling, judging, determining; 1a) 
*THE* *INTELLECTUAL* FACULTY*, *THE* *UNDERSTANDING*; 
1b) reason in the narrower sense, as the capacity for spiritual truth, the 
*HIGHER* *POWERS* *OF* *THE* *SOUL*, the faculty of perceiving 
divine things, of recognising goodness and of hating evil; 1c) the power 
of considering and judging soberly, calmly and impartially; 2) a particular 
mode of thinking and judging, i.e thoughts, feelings, purposes, desires;

If there is a God, at the same time as He gives man life He gives him 
intelligence. By regulating my life according to the understanding that is 
granted me, I may be mistaken, but I act in good faith. The concrete 
image of the Beyond that religion forces on me does not stand up to 
examination. " [pages 143, 144]

POPE BENEDICT XVI [Joseph Aloisius Ratzinger] ([#435 / #483] 16 
APRIL 1927 – [#346 / #406] 31 DECEMBER 2022) was a prelate of 
the Catholic Church who served as the head of the Church and the 
sovereign of the Vatican City State from 19 APRIL 2005 until his 
resignation on 28 FEBRUARY 2013. Benedict's election as pope occurred 
in the 2005 papal conclave that followed the death of Pope John Paul II. 
Benedict chose to be known by the title "pope emeritus" upon his 
resignation.

DID THE VATICAN SMOTHER THE POPE EMERITUS FOR A MORE 
PROPITIOUS DAY OF DEATH? Given the gravitas of the REDUCTIO AD 
HITLERUM made upon 13 DECEMBER 1941 as occurring before the 
industrial-scale murder of Jews, known as the FINAL SOLUTION, that was 
approved by the senior NAZI leadership on 20 JANUARY 1942 at the 
Wannsee Conference, just outside Berlin. 

Such systematic intentional malice of mind, representing a dual IDEA 
banding for each of the MAGIC SQUARE prototypes associated to both the 
PYTHAGOREAN BIPARTITE (@1, @5 - IMMATERIAL ELEMENTS) #1080 - 
HETEROS THEORY OF NUMBER and CHRISTOLOGICAL / EUCHARIST 
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foundations of sectarian belief, places a culpability upon the CATHOLIC 
CHURCH AND POPE EMERITUS BENEDICT XVI for any resolute failure to 
explain what is on all appearances, a continuing wilful deception.

A revision of this document may be obtained from the following 
URL:

<http://www.grapple369.com/Groundwork/
Determined%20Consciousness.pdf> 
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